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1
A DISCOVERY THAT CHANGED HUMAN

HEALTH

Finding a needle in a haystack is much easier than isolating a vitamin. The one who seeks the
needle knows what haystack to look in, but the one looking for the vitamin must first find the
haystack. 

—WALDEMAR KAEMPFFERT, What we know about vitamins (adapted), 1942

HOW DID WE GET HERE?

Eating has historically been a matter of survival. The main problem was
getting the food. For many years, the meals of the majority of the
population consisted mostly of cereals, legumes and a bit of meat at parties
and other special moments. Sometimes some garden produce were added,
whichever ones were in season.

Now we eat how only a few did back then: like the rich and the
powerful. However, despite the abundance of food that crowds the colourful
aisles of supermarkets, we feed ourselves with a limited variety of plant
species, and a lot of them are becoming extinct.

It has only been a few years since we started relating food to health.
And, since then, the concern about food has been ever-increasing. As well
as the sometimes contradictory information. People are confused. And, in
certain aspects, the researchers too.

Imagine that we are going to send astronauts into space with the food
they need for several months in the form of pills. We can make pills with a
mixture of carbohydrates, proteins and fats (the macronutrients), in the
proportion that we want, and in enough quantity so that they have all the
energy they need. But no more than that. What would happen? They would
get sick and end up dying. Why, if they have plenty of energy? Because
they need a few dozen more compounds to survive, and their bodies cannot
make them. We are talking about vitamins, some minerals and other
nutrients: the essential nutrients. What we now find so obvious we have
only known for a short time. A flicker in the history of human beings. 



Until the discovery of vitamins, about a hundred years ago, it was
thought that foods contained only fats, carbohydrates and proteins (all three
were known since 1827), in addition to minerals and water. And they were
unaware of the nutritional importance of minerals. Technology had been
sufficiently developed to break down foods into their major parts and
analyse them separately. They separated fats, carbohydrates (or sugars, as
they were called), proteins and minerals. When they analysed them and
calculated what they all weighed together (with the scales they used at that
time) they obtained one hundred percent of the original weight of the food,
which is why for a long time nobody thought that there could be anything
else in food. In fact, formulas of these three compounds were used to feed
the babies, thinking that they could supply everything that was in the breast
milk. How naïve. Or how arrogant, depending on how you look at it.

Practically since then we have been thinking about what proportion of
each of the three macronutrients is necessary for optimal health. A question
not yet resolved, given the intense debate that exists today on diets low in
carbohydrates or low in fat, or on the ideal proportion of proteins that we
should consume; or considering the endless number of food pyramids (or
the modern version, the nutritional plate) that have been recommended for
decades. And a question that perhaps is not so important if we take into
consideration that the human metabolism is incredibly flexible, and that
diets as different as that of an Eskimo (who consumes large amounts of
fats) and those of some tribes that practically only eat plants, could be
equally as healthy. 

In addition, this debate on nutrients causes us to divert our attention
from something more important: the quality of food. 

But let’s get back to the vitamins. It is worth making a stop along the
way and diving for a moment into the history of their discovery. 

For a while everything was going relatively well, outside of the periods
of famine. Wheat was the staple food in Europe and North America, and
rice in Asia. But when they started deconstructing the foods and stripping
them of some of their parts, for example the skin and the germ of the rice or
the wheat, the problems started. 

The seed of wheat (whole) has a lot of micronutrients, much more than
that of rice or corn; it has vitamin A (that gives the flour a yellowish colour,
before bleaching it), group B vitamins (niacin, folate) and vitamin E (alpha,
beta and gamma tocopherols). Different molecules that perform different



functions in our bodies. But these nutrients are not distributed
homogeneously. Most of them are in the germ. When breaking the seed,
these vitamins are exposed to the air, and the majority of them are
destroyed, especially if bleaching or heating treatments are added to the
system. What remains in the refined flour is not the living part of the plant
(the germ, the embryo), but the food reserve of the seed, the endosperm,
formed essentially by dead cells packed full of carbohydrates (starch).

Brown rice is not particularly poor in vitamins either; however, the
husked grain consists in little more than the endosperm, rich in
carbohydrates and almost devoid of vitamins and other essential
micronutrients. 

And why is the shell removed? Because the polyunsaturated fats in the
outer layer of the cereal grain become rancid when rice (or wheat flour) is
stored at high temperatures. The better the milling, the less vitamins will
remain in the rice (or in the wheat). Around 1870, European colonists
introduced steel roller mills in Asia; these machines were much more
effective at removing the shell and producing the desired white rice. If the
diet is varied, as it is today (in our environment), nothing happens; but if the
base of the food is white rice or bread, like it was in many countries (and
still is in some), the necessary vitamins and minerals are not obtained. It is
important to keep in mind, also, that the vitamins and other micronutrients
that are naturally contained in the seeds and cereal grains help assimilate
carbohydrates (starch). In removing the shell, we must use our own reserves
of vitamins to extract the energy contained in these carbohydrates.

The disaster came: many people started to get sick from pellagra or
beriberi, diseases that you may not have even heard of, but which were very
common until not so long ago. And they were terrible diseases.

Pellagra, for example, was the most frequent (and feared) disease
among people in asylums and psychiatric hospitals at the end of the 18th
century. It seems that there is no record of the disease before this time. The
disease, considered a peculiar form of leprosy, prevailed in northern Italy
and in other regions where corn, which had just been introduced from
America, had become the main cereal, replacing rye. The disease was
associated with poverty and the consumption of diets based on damaged
corn. In 1784, the prevalence of pellagra in that area was so great that a
hospital was founded in Lake Lugano to treat it. The success of the



treatment of pellagra was attributed to factors other than diet, for example
to rest, fresh air, water and sun. 

In the United States, the disease was common at the beginning of the
19th century, during and after the American Civil War (1861–1865),
coinciding with the shortage of food in the southern states. It was called the
disease of the four “D’”: diarrhoea, dementia, dermatitis and death. The
death rate was 69%. Since it appeared, pellagra was associated with poverty
and the dependence on corn as the main staple food. It was proposed that it
was caused by a toxin in mouldy corn.3 

But towards the turn of the century (at the beginning of the twentieth
century) other hypotheses also became popular: an infectious agent (“the
germ of pellagra”), or perhaps some insect. However, something strange
happened: the people who cared for those sick with pellagra did not
contract the disease. In spite of this, and that at that time the existence of
vitamins—“those miraculous chemical compounds from food capable of
restoring the health of the body and mind”—was already known, politicians
and scientists of the time remained convinced that pellagra was caused by a
germ.

The deaths continued until 1937, when vitamin B3 (niacin) was (finally)
isolated, and it was seen as the long-awaited cure. In 1941, the importance
of the vitamin was so widely recognised that the US government ordered
that it be added, by law, to bread.

Let’s travel now to Asia. Beriberi (“I can’t, I can’t”) is a disease that is
so uncommon in our environment that it is practically unknown;
nonetheless, it is a historic disease that caused havoc until the beginning of
the twentieth century, especially among the poor who survived on diets
where white or husked rice was the main food. In the 1860s, 30–40% of
sailors in the Japanese navy were affected by the disease. The cause of
beriberi was a mystery for many years: “bad” water? Some toxin? A
“poisonous air that rises from the moist soil”? Finally, beriberi was linked
to diet.

And, as so often happens in scientific research, chance helped a lot. The
chickens that they were using in the experiments were fed for a period of
time with white rice instead of brown rice, which is what they usually gave
them (because it was considered inferior in quality), keeping the white rice
for people; keen researchers observed that when the chickens ate white rice
they got sick, and they recovered after going back to eating brown rice.



Bingo! The disease was caused by the deficiency of “something” present in
the brown rice, but not in the white. What I summarize in last sentence is
something that intrigued researchers at the time for many years.

The (not so far off) idea of nutritional deficiencies rose for the first time
from the study of beriberi. At that time no one had heard of this, nor had
they heard of vitamins. But it was obvious that the diet had something to do
with diseases: by replacing rice with meat, condensed milk and bread,
sailors recovered; back then, it was thought to be because of the protein. We
now know that it was not the protein, but rather a vitamin, thiamine
(vitamin B1), that was responsible for the cure. In 1910, Funk (the Polish
scientist who coined the word vitamin) started to split (separate into its
parts) the rice husks. The problem is that the quantity of what he was
looking for was very little (now we know that a ton of brown rice contains
only a teaspoon of pure thiamine). But, finally, he was able to isolate a tiny
sample of a crystalline substance, which turned out to be a mixture of
vitamins (especially niacin). Thiamine was not isolated until 1926. More
than 317 kilograms of rice husks were needed to get 100 milligrams (a
thousandth of a gram) of thiamine crystals.

The history of the discovery of vitamins shows us many things. Among
them, the surprisingly long period of time between making a scientific
discovery and implementing it to protect the population. No better example
than scurvy can be found.

Unlike pellagra and beriberi, scurvy is a very old disease; signs of the
disease were found in skeleton remains of primitive humans. It was
common in the north of Europe during the Middle Ages, when harvests
were too poor to provide sufficient vitamin C during the long winters. At
that time, it was treated by eating water cresses and fir leaves. It only
started being noticed (and how!) when the technology that allowed ships to
travel long distances was developed. Sailors started embarking on
transoceanic voyages, struggling to survive for months without fruits or
vegetables; the numbers became horrifying: scurvy killed or badly infected
almost the entire crew. 

As early as 1601 it was known that the consumption of berries,
vegetables, certain herbs and citrus fruits were effective in preventing
scurvy. That year, the English corsair Sir James Lancaster made the sailors
of one of his ships take three spoonsful of lemon every morning, and the
treatment was a success. However, the prestigious London College of
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